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Publishing in Information Systems Journals (Panel) 
Title: “Journal Editor’s Insight and Advice on Publishing Your Research” 
Time:  
Panel chair and affiliation: S. E. Kruck (Professor, James Madison University) 
Participants and affiliations: 
• S. E. Kruck – Journal of Information Systems Education (JISE) 
• Jeretta Horn Nord – Journal of Computer Information Systems (JCIS) 
• Gary Klein – Journal of the Association for Information Systems (JAIS) 
• Suprateek Sarker - Journal of Information Technology Case Studies and Applications 
(JITCAR) 
• Adam Mahmood - Journal of Organizational and End User Computing (JOEUC) 
• Matti Rossi – Communications of the Association for Information Systems (CAIS) 
 
Abstract: Interested in publishing your research? Editors from the Journal of Information 
Systems Education (JISE), Journal of Computer Information Systems (JCIS), Journal of the 
Association for Information Systems (JAIS), Journal of Information Technology Case Studies and 
Applications (JITCAR),  Journal of Organizational and End User Computing (JOEUC), and Journal 
of Global Information Technology Management (JGITM)  will be hosting a panel on publishing. 
In this session, you will hear directly from, and ask questions of, editors of these journals as to 
what they're looking for, how to avoid a rejection or endless R&R's. In addition, each editor will 
cover the review process and other opportunities to become involved. Attendees are 
encouraged to ask questions and explore publishing opportunities. 
 
Journal of Information Systems Education (JISE) is an academic, blind peer-reviewed IS 
journal that focuses on IS education. JISE seeks original articles on current topics of special 
interests to information systems educators. JISE also publishes teaching tips and teaching cases 
(with instructor notes). Website: jise.org Email: editor@jise.org or jise@jmu.edu 
 
Journal of Computer Information Systems (JCIS) is a blind refereed journal that serves as a 
forum for information systems and business professionals to publish their research and ideas. 
The premier publication of the International Association for Computer Information Systems 
(IACIS), each issue provides a wealth of timely and informative IT/IS related articles and 
research summaries.  Website:  iacis.org  Email:  jeretta.nord@okstate.edu 
 
Journal of the Association for Information Systems (JAIS) is inclusive in topics, level and 
unit of analysis, theory, method, philosophical and research approach, reflecting all aspects of 
Information Systems globally. JAIS encourages innovative, interesting and rigorously developed 
conceptual and empirical contributions with a strong grounding in theory. Categories of works 
include research papers, research practice, research perspectives, and editorial notes. Website: 
http://aisel.aisnet.org/jais/.  
 
Journal of Information Technology Case Studies and Applications (JITCAR) was created 
to provide a high quality platform for scholars interested in case studies on contemporary 
Information Systems topics.  JITCAR has steadily grown in stature and is now a globally 
respected case research journal, read by researchers, students, and practitioners alike. To 
continue to make the journal stronger and more visible, we are particularly interested in 
publishing methodological essays about case research that can serve as a guide for aspiring 
case study researchers and our future authors. Website: http://jitcar.ivylp.org/. Email: 
EIC@jitcar.org 
 
Journal of Organizational and End User Computing (JOEUC) is an ISI-indexed double-blind 
refereed research journal that provides a forum to advance the practice and understanding of 
organizational and end user computing (OEUC).  The journal publishes empirical, theoretical, 
and case-based research studies that show a significant contribution to the OEUC area by 
relating OEUC to organizational and end user performance, productivity, privacy, security, 
satisfaction, and strategic and competitive advantage Website: www.igi-global.com/joeuc 
 
Communications of the Association for Information Systems (CAIS) is intended to foster 
the free flow of ideas within the IS community; its emphasis is on originality, importance, and 
cogency of ideas; it is also a vehicle for case studies, survey articles, tutorials, and other 
materials of general interest to the IS community. The primary role of a professional society is 
to facilitate communications among its members. Communications of the Association for 
Information Systems carries out this role by publishing articles on a wide range of subjects of 
interest to the membership beyond research results. 
 
 
 
 
